Comment Robot is an assistant software which can help users to comment on photos more efficiently. It can recommend plausible comments relevant to the image content and users can select any comment to the given image based on their own preference. Currently it is available as an extension tool for Chrome browser.

- Click any one you like.

- Click “Ask Cumentor” to get recommended comments

- After a few seconds, you will see three recommended comments in a dialog box
- The following figure explains the functionalities associated with the interaction buttons in the dialog box.

Note the three colored blocks beside each comment,

- **P**: Post this comment for the photo
- **M**: Request more comments related to this one
- **R**: Reject this comment if it is not related to this image at all

💡 : when you click on either “M” or “R”, Comment Robot will keep track of such feedback and try to improve the relevance of subsequent suggestions to fit your preference.

After clicking “P” (post the comment) or “Don’t Like All”, the current session for commenting on this specific photo is finished.

Privacy: **We will not access your personal information on Facebook except your Facebook ID and your evaluations of our test images/comments.** Thank you for joining our user study. Any suggestions are welcome.

Photo source: [www.public-domain-image.com](http://www.public-domain-image.com)